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One of the key processes governing the structure and evolution of astro-
physical jets is their interaction with the surrounding medium. A jet can 
deposit momentum and energy in the ambient medium, and entrain exter-
nal material. The main physical process responsible for mixing between a 
jet flow and the ambient medium is the Kelvin-Helmholt ζ (KH) instability. 
We have previously analysed the 2D evolution of the axisymmetric modes 
of a cylindrical jet (Bodo et al 1994) and of the antisymmetric modes of a 
planar slab jet (Bodo et al 1995). These last are thought to give indications 
of the 3D evolution of the helical modes of a cylinder, since the linear behav-
ior is very similar. In this contribution we present some preliminary results 
of fully 3D simulations comparing them with the mentioned 2D results. 

The simulations have been performed using a PPM type code; the com-
putational domain is covered by a uniform grid of 128 X 128 X 128 points. In 
the initial configuration a cylindrical flow, with velocity VQ directed along 
the χ direction of a cartesian coordinate system, is surrounded by a medium 
at rest. The jet radius a encompasses 25 grid points and the computational 
domain extends in the y and ζ directions from -2.56a to +2.56a. Periodic 
boundary conditions are used at the χ boundaries, while free outflow condi-
tions are used at the y and ζ boundaries. A perturbation to the transverse 
velocity vy is superimposed to this equilibrium structure and the evolu-
tion is followed by the numerical calculation. Explicit detailed expressions 
for the equilibrium configuration and the form of the perturbation can be 
found in Bodo et al (1994, 1995). The system in characterised by two main 
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Figure 1. Comparison between the average distributions of the χ components of velocity 
and momentum for the 2D and 3D calculations. The solid line refers to the 2D case, while 
the dashed and dotted lines refer respectively to a y and ζ cut in the 3D data. The time 
is measured in units of the sound crossing time over the jet radius. 

parameters: the Mach number M of the flow (with respect to the internal 

sound speed) and the density ratio ν between external medium and jet. 

We have performed two simulations with M — 5 , ν — 0.1 (case A ) and 

M — 10 , ν — 10 (case B) respectively, i.e. for a jet denser than the ambi-

ent medium (case A ) and a jet less dense than the ambient medium (case 

B ) . 

We have compared the distributions of longitudinal velocity and mo-

mentum averaged over the periodic χ directions with the analogous distri-

butions obtained in the 2D planar slab calculation (Bodo et al 1995). From 

the figure we can see that, while the distribution are quite similar in case 

A, the evolution appears to be much faster in 3D for case B. 
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Mach = 5 ν = 0.1 Mach = 10 υ =10 
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